
“Together we improve the well-being of the people we serve.”4

Excellence in Resident Care and Services

Dear Samantha,
As the Manager of Resident Care for the Rideau Building at the Perley Rideau, I am writing you 
on behalf of my brothers and sisters. Our family wishes to extend a sincere thank you to all of the 
staff at Rideau One North.  Dad arrived at the Perley Rideau in February 2016 and was there for 
almost three years.
During his time there, he was cared for in the most loving and caring manner by several staff 
members.  Although we can’t name all of them, our family would like to send a very special and 
heartfelt thanks to several people in particular. This group includes Dr. Chadha, Don, Marie, 
Paulette, Lorraine, Laurie, Esther, Susan and Jackie.  He was also treated with great respect and 
friendliness by support staff including Chris, Lawrence and Wickley.
Our family often referred to those working and caring for Dad as “Angels”.  We are so grateful for 
their genuine care, help and patience.  Dad loved living at the Perley Rideau and was always treated 
with dignity and respect. It is a true testament to the dedication of the Perley Rideau employees. 
Regards, 
Mark S.

The purpose of this message is to provide some overdue feedback regarding Bree F. of your 
(Therapeutic Recreation and Creative Arts Programing) team.
For the past 15 months I have accompanied my mother every Wednesday afternoon to "Art With 
Bree" in the Creative Art Studio. During these weekly sessions, I have had the opportunity to be 
part of the group and also quietly observe. 
Bree has all the skills that one would expect of someone who is trained in her field. However, there 
is one skill that she has that was not learned in school and that sets her apart - particularly for 
someone of her age. This is Emotional Intelligence. 
Examples of this include:

• speaking to each person as they enter the room. In our case, she always addressed my mother 
first and then me (even though my mother rarely responded)

• asking residents a bit about themselves each day so that they felt important yet respecting that 
invisible line between being engaging and becoming too personal

• managing teenage volunteers who were still learning what was appropriate conversation in 
front of residents. 

• recognizing that each resident has differing and often declining abilities. Her ability to adjust 
and accommodate at a moment's notice is outstanding.

As someone who has spent the bulk of his career managing people, I can tell you that I had many 
who were good solid employees and that did a good job. However the ones that were my stars were 
the ones who displayed this extra emotional intelligence. It is a skill that I observe all too rarely and 
you either have it or you don't. 
To summarize, Bree is an excellent employee who displays a special quality. You are very fortunate. 
Regards 
David S.
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